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1. [A] . )13,11())3(52,372( =−−⋅−⋅
2. [E] , so , thus 

, so the positive integer 
bababba )1( +=+=∆ 1)1)(1()1(323 2 −=−+=−∆= xxxxx

8143242 ⋅==x x  is 1892 =⋅ .  Therefore 
3611919)1)(1()1( =⋅=++=+∆ xxxx . 

3. [D] Length l  in, width  in.  So w 182/36 ==+ wl  and . Thus 17022 =+ wl

77)170324()17018())()((l 2
12

2
1222

2
1 =−=−=+−+= www ll . 

4. [D] It’s straightforward to check that A and B work.  For C, it amounts to checking 
 is different from)lnln( xx + xx ln)ln(ln + , which can be seen by, say, ex = . 

5. [B] Rewrite the equation as 07142 =−− xkx .  This quadratic equation has two real 
solutions precisely when 0)7)((4)14( 2 >−−− k , i.e. 2/1−>k . 

6. [B] Rewrite as .  But .  Clearly  and 
 would work.  (It is not hard to see that this is the only possibility.) 

2009)1( 22 =−−− xxxn 4172009 2 ⋅= 7=x
4=n

7. [D] The four numbers (# women matching against men), (# remaining women),         
(# men matching against women), (# remaining men) is of the proportion 

.  So the answer is 3:3:4:3 13/6)3343/()33( =++++ . 
8. [C] (Draw a picture, and it would be obvious.) 
9. [C] The box right below Y is connected to all other boxes except that at the far left; so 

it has to hold 1 or 8.  Suppose it’s 8, then the box at the far left is 7.  The same 
argument applied to the box right above X shows it holds 1, with the box at the 
far right holding 2.  Of the four remaining boxes forming a rectangle, 3 should be 
on the left column (to stay away from 2) while 6 on the right, leaving 4 and 5 on 
separate columns too.  So 4 and 5 have to be on one diagonal since they shouldn’t 
be joined.  Thus 3 and 6 occupy the other diagonal.  It follows that . 9=+YX

10. [A] 3 2/1)4( ⋅cm , i.e. cm3 42 . 
11. [E] Let there be  rungs both above and below at the second moment stated.  Thus n

)5(25 −=+ nn , so .  At the third moment, of the 30 rungs other than the 
rung Elena is on, there should be therefore 6 above and 24 below.  The answer is 
therefore . 

15=n

9615 =−
12. [D]  )coscossin)(sincos(sincossin 2233 θθθθθθθθ ++−=−

)2sin1)(2.0()cossin21)(2.0()cossin1)(cos(sin 2
1

2
1 θθθθθθθ +=+=+−=  

296.0)2/96.01)(2.0( =+=  
13. [E] Two vertical asymptotes and two horizontal asymptotes: 10/1=x , , 

, . 
10/1−=x

100/1=y 100/1−=y
14. [A] Rewrite the equation as ))(()32(2 xyxyx −+=+ .  Note that  is a nonzero 

odd number if 
32 +x

x  is an integer.   Thus ))(( xyxy −+  has exactly one factor of 2.  
This is impossible, as xy +  and xy −  are either both odd or both even. 

15. [Erroneous] If r , , t , u  are all nonzero, s turs −=  would imply that the ratio tr :  

equals the ratio su : .  So axr = , ayt = , bxu = , bys = , where , , a b x ,  
are positive integers, with 

y
x  and  relatively prime.  Then y
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6852222 =+++ utsr  reads . (Note that 137 is a 
prime.)  So  and , or the other way around.  For 

 and , it follows that 

)137)(5())(( 2222 =++ yxba
522 =+ ba 13722 =+ yx

522 =+ ba 13722 =+ yx }2,1{}.{ =ba while 
. (Remark: There is a theorem stating that any PRIME number of 

the form  can be expressed as the sum of two perfect squares.  This ensures 
that 137 can be expressed as the sum of two perfect squares.) Hence 

}11,4{}.{ =yx
14 +k

r , t , u , 

s  are 4, 11, 8, 22 (not necessarily in that order), so 45=+++ utsr .  This is 
probably the answer originally intended.  The trouble lies in the possibility for 
some of the four numbers to be zero.  This allows for cases where two of the 
numbers are zero, while the absolute values of the remaining two are  or 

. 
}26,3{

}19,18{
16. [D] R either bundled with Y (in that order), or else has to appear at the far right. 

Case 1: (RY)(RY)R [1] 
Case 2: *(RY)(RY) [2], (RY)*(RY) [2], (RY)(RY)* [2] 
Case 3: **(RY)R [3], *(RY)*R [4], (RY)**R [3] 
Case 4: ***(RY) [ 5131 =++ ], (RY)*** [5], **(RY)* [ 623 =× ], *(RY)** [6] 
Case 5: ****R [ 8)12(41 =+++ ] 
Case 6: ***** [ 131)123(51 =+++++ ] 

6013866553432221 =++++++++++++  
17. [B] Because , the first equation implies  and the second 

equation implies .  But  means 
0≠y 0106 22 =++ xyx

02 =+ xx 02 =+ xx 0)1( =+xx , so .  
But  would make  into 

1,0 −=x
0=x 0106 22 =++ xyx 0=y , which is not the case.  So 

, in which case  becomes , so . 1−=x 0106 22 =++ xyx 042 =−y 2±=y
18. [A]  is equivalent to , i.e. 

.  So the graph is the union of the line  and 
the conic section , which can be rotated into one of the form 

, with 

33 yxyx +=+ ))(( 22 yxyxyxyx +−+=+
0)1)(( 22 =−+−+ yxyxyx 0=+ yx

0122 =−+− yxyx
0122 =−+ yx βα α  and β  the eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix 

, i.e. solutions of 
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−

−
12/1

2/11 0)2/1)(2/1()1)(1( =−−−−− tt , i.e. 2
1  and 2

3 .  It 

follows that  is a parabola. 0122 =−+− yxyx
19. [C] The four digits must be 9511 or 5551, or their permutations.  There are therefore 

16 possibilities.  Try them one by one, you have 1591.  In the case of hand 
computation, rather than using long division, it would be faster to use the 
following divisibility test for 37: Given a number Xy, where y is the ones digit, 
while X stands for the number after y is removed, the number Xy is divisible by 
37 if and only if X-11y (i.e. 11 times y, subtracted from X) is divisible by 37. 

20. [D] The area region common to the right triangle and the rectangle equals the area of 
the right triangle with the two smaller triangles (shaded) removed.  The two 
smaller right triangles are both similar to the original right triangle. The 
answer is ( ) ( )[ ] [ ] 80
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